Abstract. We extend the notion of r-minimality of a submanifold in arbitrary codimension to u-minimality for a multi-index u ∈ N q , where q is the codimension. This approach is based on the analysis on the frame bundle of orthonormal frames of the normal bundle to a submanifold and vector bundles associated with this bundle. The notion of u-minimality comes from the variation of σ u -symmetric function obtained from the family of shape operators corresponding to all possible bases of the normal bundle. We obtain the variation field, which gives alternative definition of u-minimality. Finally, we give some examples of u-minimal submanifolds for some choices of u.
Introduction
The notion of minimality of a submanifold has long history. It has been considered by many authors within many contexts. Minimality can be defined by vanishing of the mean curvature -the trace of the second fundamental form. The other possible extrinsic conditions we may impose on a submanifold are: total geodesicity, when second fundamental form vanishes, and total umbilicity, when the second fundamental form is proportional to the mean curvature vector.
While studying hypersurfaces, i.e. codimension one submanifolds, we may consider more invariants, which come from eigenvalues of the second fundamental form. We define the r-th curvature as a r-th symmetric function of the principal curvatures. This has been extensively considered since Reilly's work [16] . Let us briethly recall his approach. Let L be a hypersurface in a Riemannian manifold (M, g) with the Levi-Civita connection ∇. Denote by B the second fundamental form and by A = A N the shape operator corresponding to a choice of normal vector N,
The symmetric function S r of A is defined by the characteristic polynomial χ A (t) = det(I + tA) = n r=0 S r t r ,
where n = dim L. It is a remarkable observation that the variation of S r is described by the Newton transformation T r = T r (A). Namely, let
(−1) j S j A r−j , r = 0, 1, . . . , n.
Then, we have
where S r (t) is a one parameter family of symmetric functions corresponding to a family of operators A(t), which satisfies A(0) = A [16] . With the use of the above formula Reilly obtained the variation of the integral of S r in the case of M being of constant sectional curvature. The Euler-Lagrange equation defines the notion of r-minimality. Studies on submanifolds satisfying certain conditions involving r-th mean curvature has been recently very fruitful [1, 2, 6, 7, 12] . Analogous considerations has been also led in the case of foliations [6, 4] . There has been several attempts to generalize this approach to submanifolds of arbitrary codimension (see [17, 9, 10] ) and to the case of arbitrary foliations [8, 5] . The problems which appear are the following. First of all, the normal bundle to a submanifold is not trivial in a sense that the covariant derivative ∇ ⊥ does not annihilate unit vector fields. Secondly, there is no canonical choice of the orthonormal basis in the normal bundle. The second problem has been overcome (see [17, 13] ) by introducing transformations which depend only on the points on the manifold, ..,jr is the generalized Kronecker symbol and B ij = B(e i , e j ) for some choice of orthonormal basis (e i ). Then
for r even,
denote the r-th symmetric function (vector field) of curvatures. In [9] the authors studied r-th minimality and stability with respect to these generalized transformations. The stability conditions led to non-existence results of stable minimal submanifolds on spheres [21, 9] . In this article, we define the notion of minimality associated with the generalized Newton transformation introduced by Andrzejewski, Koz lowski and the author [3] . The idea of comes from then definition of symmetric functions associated with a system A = (A 1 , . . . , A q ) of matrices (endomorphisms),
where u = (u 1 , . . . , u q ) ∈ N q is a multi-index, t = (t 1 , . . . , t q ) and t u = t u 1
1 . . . , t u. Generalized Newton transformation T u = T u (A) depends on the multi-index u and a system of endomorphisms A and its recursive definition is the following
where α ♭ (u) is a multi-index obtained from u by subtracting 1 in the α-th coordinate. Moreover, it satisfies analogue of the condition (1.1), namely,
With the use of above characterization of T u we study the variation of σ u . In this setting, σ u are symmetric functions of the family of shape operators (A e 1 , . . . , A eq ) corresponding to the choice of the orthonormal basis (e α ) in the normal bundle to L ⊂ M. Thus σ u are functions on the principal bundle P of all normal orthonormal frames over the submanifold. The integrals of σ u over P with respect to normalized measure are called total extrinsic curvatures and denoted byσ u .
Notice, that in the case of distributions and foliations different types of curvatures has been recently considered [20, 19] , mainly, in order obtain integral formulas. The ones used in this context have been introduced by Andrzejewski, Koz lowski and the author [3] for distributions to obtain different types of integral formulas related to extrinsic geometry.
In this article, we derive the formula for the variation d dtσ u . We show that at
where V is the variation field and R u , S u , W u are integrals over the fibers of the following sections of the normal bundle to L over P ,
respectively, where X α denotes the α coefficient of X with respect to (e α ) ∈ P . This condition can be interpreted the case of M being a space form with sectional curvature c. Then divergences of T α ♭ (u) vanish and R u reduces to c(n−|u| + 1)H u , where n = dim L and
Hence, in this case, u-minimality is equavalent to the condition (see Theorem 4.4) c(n + 1 − |u|)H u = S u . These results generalize the codimension one results by Reilly [16] and, in a sense, the results of Cao and Li [9] . This is due to the fact that T u in codimension one reduces to the classical Newton transformation T r , whereas transformations T r in arbitrary codimension used in [9] are obtained from T u for multi-indices of length |u| = r (see [3] ). In the end, we give some examples of u-minimal submanifolds. Among others, we show that 0-minimality is equivalent to classical notion of minimality.
Throughout the paper, we use the following index convention:
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Generalized Newton transformation and its basic properties
In [3] the authors introduced the notion of the generalized Newton transformation in order to study geometry of foliations of codimension higher than one. This transformation generalizes the classical Newton transformation to the case of finite family of operators. Let us recall this notion and state its properties.
Fix a positive integer q and let u ∈ N q (N denotes here the set of all nonnegative integers). We define the length of u by |u| = u 1 + u 2 + . . . , +u q . Let A = (A 1 , A 2 , . . . , A q ) be a family of square n by n operators (matrices) on some vector space V . Then we can consider the characteristic polynomial χ A of the form χ A (t) = det(I + tA), where t = (t 1 , . . . , t q ) and tA = t 1 A 1 + t 2 A 2 + . . . + t q A q . Clearly,
for some constants σ u = σ u (A), where
. . , u q ). We call σ u the symmetric functions associated with the system A. Definition 1. A system T u = T u (A), |u| ≤ n, of endomorphisms is called the generalized Newton transformation if the following condition holds: Let A(t) be a one parameter family of operators such that A(0) = A and let σ u (t) be the corresponding symmetric functions. Then
where α ♭ (u) denotes the multi-index obtained from u by subtracting 1 in the α-th coordinate.
One can show that (T u ) |u|≤n exists and is unique [3] . Moreover, it can be characterized by the following recursive correspondence
The generalized Newton transformation has the following useful properties [3] .
. . , A q ) be a family of operators on a vector space V . Let (T u ) be the generalized Newton transformation associated with A and let σ u be the corresponding symmetric functions. Then the following relations hold
One can obtain the direct formula for T u and for σ u (see [3] , eq. (3) and (10)).
3. Frame bundle approach to submanifold geometry
Consider the pull-back bundle T M|L over L, which is just a tangent bundle of M restricted to L. This bundle splits into two bundles T L and T ⊥ L with respect to the decomposition
Denote by ∇ ⊤ and ∇ ⊥ the induced connections in these bundles, respectively.
assuming L is transversally orientable) be a bundle of (oriented) orthonormal frames of T ⊥ L. Alternatively, Γ(P ) consists of all sections, which assign an orthonormal basis (p, e) = (e α ) α=1,...,q , where
Moreover, let π −1 P T M|L be a vector bundle over P with the fiber (π
This bundle splits into direct (orthogonal) sum of bundles E and E ′ with respect to the decomposition (3.1). In other words,
Notice that both bundles E and E ′ are pull-back bundles π
Frame bundle calculus.
In this subsection we briefly review some basic facts about differentiation and integration on the frame and associated vector bundles, which we will need later. For detailed (general) description see [3, Appendix] . Let us keep the notation from the previous subsection.
. Let e be a local section of
Moreover, for such e we have at p
Denoting by λ G the (normalized) Haar measure on G, we may define integration on the fiber P p as follows
One can see that the integral on the right hand side does not depend on the choise of the reference basis (p, e 0 ). Denote the above integral byf (p). Then integral over P is just the integral off over L. The following useful formula holds
, respectively), then we may average Y in the fibers to obtain a vector fieldŶ ∈ Γ(T L) (orŶ ∈ Γ(T ⊥ L), respectively) by integrating coordinates of Y . It can be shown that such integral is well defined, i.e. independent of the choice of point-wise basis.
Finally, let us define the notion of gradient, hessian and divergence with respect to E and restricted to the horizontal distribution. Denote by div E T u the divergence of T u , which a section of the bundle E of the form
where (e i ) is any orthonormal basis on L. Then the following recurrence formula holds [3] 
where (e i ) is an orthonormal basis in T L. Notice that Hess f is not, in general symmetric in X, Y . The skew-symmetric part R(X, Y ) * f , where upper index * denotes the fundamental vertical vector field, vanishes if f is constant on the fibers,
Varying N ∈ Γ(E ′ ) we have A N ∈ Γ(End(E)). For an element (p, e) of P we may consider a family of shape operators
. . , A eq ), (p, e) = (e 1 , . . . , e q ).
We will write A α instead of A eα . To each such family we can associate the symmetric functions
q is a fixed multi-index. Thus σ u ∈ C ∞ (P ). Moreover, the generalized Newton transformation T u associated with A is a section of End(E).
We callσ u the generalized extrinsic curvature of L or u-extrinsic curvature.
Remark 3.1. For some choices of u the generalized extrinsic curvatures vanish, but there are many multi-indices u for whichσ u is non-zero and gives information on the submanifold.
For indices 1 ≤ α 1 < . . . < α k ≤ q, consider a map F α 1 ,...,α k : P → P which maps vector e α i to −e α i . Then
Therefore the following two conditions hold (compare [3] ):
• if G = O(q) and at least one of indices u 1 , . . . , u q is odd, thenσ u = 0, • if G = SO(q) and there is one index odd and one even, thenσ u = 0.
It follows, that if all indices u 1 , . . . , u q are even then σ u is not, in general, equal to zero. Thus the first nontrivial case is u = α ♯ α ♯ (0) (compare Example 4). Moreover, consider the map H τ : P → P , where τ ∈ S q is a permutation of q elements, which permutes the elements in the basis, H τ (p, e 1 , . . . , e q ) = (p, e τ (1) , . . . , e τ (q) ).
Then, looking at the both sides of the characteristic polynomial of the system A = (A 1 , . . . , A q ) we conclude that
Integrating both sides over P we obtain the following relations:
Therefore, instead ofσ u we may consider quantitieŝ
Notice, that in particular α ♯ α ♯ (0)-minimality is equivalent to being a critical point of the variation of Let us define for a fixed multi-index u ∈ N q four sections R u , H u , S u , W u ∈ Γ(E ′ ). Namely, we put
where R αβ ∈ Γ(E * ⊗ E * ) is given by
These sections induce sections R u , H u and S u of T ⊥ L, respectively, by integrating over the fibers. Let us describe above quantities in the codimension one case. We have
3.4. Differential operators. In this subsection we generalize some of the results obtained by Rosenberg [18] concerning differential operators induced by the Newton transformation. Let us begin with the fact about differentiation of symmetric functions σ u in the horizontal direction [3] . Denote by H the horizontal distribution in P induced by the connection ∇ ⊥ .
Proposition 3.2. The following relations hold
Proof. Fix a basis (p, e) ∈ P and a vector X ∈ T p L. Let γ be a curve on L such that γ(0) = p and γ ′ (0) = X. Consider the horizontal lift γ h to (p, e), i.e., γ h (0) = (p, e) and (γ h )
. Denote by τ t the parallel displacement with respect to γ from p to γ(t). Put
Notice thatÃ(0) = A(p, e). Thus, by a definition of generalized Newton transformation, we get
Since we consider bases e ∈ P along γ h , is follows that each e α is parallel along X, ∇ ⊥ X e α = 0. Now (3.5) follows from relation ∇
For any section W ∈ Γ(E ′ ) denote by W α a (smooth) function on P of the form
Notice that any vector field X ∈ Γ(T L) induces a vector field X • π P ∈ Γ(E) and, hence, a function (X • π P ) α denoted shortly by X α . Notice, moreover, that
In deed, fix a basis (p, e) ∈ P and extend it locally to a parallel section e ∈ Γ(P ) at (p, e). Then at (p, e)
Remark 3.3. Notice that above relation can be proved more abstractly as follows. The bundle T ⊥ L is an associated bundle to the frame bundle P with the fiber R q . There is one-to-one correspondence of the sections of this bundle with equivariant functions on P with the values in the fiber R q . The equivariant function corresponding to the vector field W equals f W (p, e) = (W 1 , . . . , W q ) = e −1 W . Thus the α-coordinate of f W equals W α . Since, X h f W corresponds to the vector field ∇ ⊥ X W it follows that X h W α corresponds to (∇ ⊥ X W ) α . In particular, applying this correspondence twice, we obtain the above equality.
Let us derive the formula for the value of L * u on sections of the form V • π P , where V ∈ Γ(T L) and value of L u on functions of the form f • π P , where f ∈ C ∞ (L) and relations between them. We need some preliminary results being the adaptations of the results of Rosenberg [18] to our setting.
Recall the Codazzi formula
We are ready to state and prove the main results of this section.
Proposition 3.4. The following condition holds
Proof. Notice first that above formula is tensorial with respect to Y ∈ T L. Consider a parallel section e of P at p ∈ L. Then, above formula, at (p, e) takes the form
We will prove (3.10) by induction on |u|. For u = 0, it is clear since T 0 = Id and div E T 0 = 0. Fix u and assume (3.10) holds for all v such that |v| = |u| − 1. We may assume that Y is parallel at fixed point p with respect to ∇ ⊤ . Then, by the recurrence definition of T u , Proposition 3.2, Codazzi formula (3.9) and inductive assumption we have
which proves (3.10).
Proposition 3.5. Fix a multi-index u a function f ∈ C ∞ (L) and a vector field V ∈ Γ(T ⊥ L). Assume V vanishes in some neighborhood of ∂L. Then, the following relation between differential operators L u and L * u holds
In particular, taking f = 1 we get
Hence, by Proposition 3.4 we get
Computing the integral of both sides we get
On the other hand, again by Proposition 3.4,
Computing the integral of both sides we get (3.13)
Moreover, by the symmetry of generalized Newton transformation,
This, together with (3.12) and (3.13) proves the first part of the proposition. The second part follows from the fact that Definition 4. We say that L is u-minimal if L is a critical point of the variation of generalized extrinsic curvatureσ u of L. We assume that the boundary ∂L is strongly fixed, i.e., the variation field vanishes in some neighborhood of the boundary.
Let us be more precise. Let Φ : L×R → M be a variation of L, i.e., Φ(·, 0) = ϕ. We will write Φ t = Φ(·, t). We assume Φ t is an isometric immersion for each t.
) vanishes in some neighborhood of ∂L. Clearly, if L is closed, there is no restriction on V .
In this section we will derive the formula for the variation field for u-minimality. We need to repeat, with some modifications, the bundle approach from the previous section.
Let Φ : L × R → M be a mentioned variation. Put L t = Φ t (L). Denote by ∇ the Levi-Civita connection on M. Consider now, the pull-back bundle Φ −1 T M over L × R, i.e. the fiber of this bundle is of the form ( 
Let (e α ) and (e i ) be sections of Φ −1 T ⊥ L and Φ −1 T L, respectively, of orthonormal vector fields. Put
Then h α ij are functions on L × R. We have the following formula, which has been obtained by several authors [15, 9] . Then at (p, 0)
where X α is the α-th coordinate of X ∈ T ⊥ p L with respect to (e α ) and B ij is the ij-th coefficient of the operator B ∈ End(T p L) with respect to (e i ) and R αβ is defined in (3.4).
Remark 4.2. Notice, that in (4.4) not every term is symmetric in i, j. In fact, the last two terms and the sum of the first and second are. Now we pass to the variation ofσ u . Let P be the bundle over L × R of orthonormal frames of Φ −1 T ⊥ L. Each element of P is the triple (p, t, e), where (p, t) ∈ L × R and e is an orthonormal basis of Φ −1 T ⊥ L. Moreover, let E be the bundle over P with the fiber E (p,t,e) = (Φ −1 T L) (p,t) . Notice that E is the pullback bundle with respect to π P of the bundle Φ −1 T L. We define, analogously as in the previous sections, the bundle E ′ over P with the fibers of Φ −1 T ⊥ L. As vector spaces
The shape operator of L induces the family of operators A α as follows
. Thus A α ∈ Γ(End(E)). Moreover, the symmetric function σ u of the system A = (A 1 , . . . , A q ) is a function on P ,
(p,t) , . . . , A eq (p,t) ) and the generalized Newton transformation T u is the section of End(E).
The following Proposition is crucial the study of u-minimality. to the bundle P evaluated on a generalized symmetric function σ u at t = 0 equals
where H L is the mean curvature of L.
Proof. By (3.5) we have
Fix a point p ∈ L. Choose an orthonormal basis (e i ) of T p L and extend locally such that ∇ Φ,⊤ e i = 0 for all i at p. Fix a basis (p, e) ∈ P . We wish to compute 
Thus by Proposition 4.1 and (3.6) we get
Since (see subsection 3.2 and (3.5))
and by Proposition 2.1,
we obtain (4.5).
Let us turn to the main considerations of the article, namely, let us compute the variation of σ u . Put P t = π −1 P (·, t). Then, differentiating under the integral sign (compare subsection 3.2) at t = 0
by the fact that V ⊤ vanishes in some neighborhood of ∂L, for any smooth function f we have
Thus by Proposition 4.3, (3.11) and again subsection 3.
By the definitions of R u , S u , W u and since P 0 is just the bundle P we finally get
In particular, assuming M is of constant sectional curvature c, then L is uminimal if and only if
Proof. The first part follows directly by above consideration. For the second part, it is easy to see by (3.2) that div E T v = 0 for all choices of v. Thus, by the first part, L is u-minimal if and only if R u = S u . It suffices to notice that for M of constant sectional curvature c, by Proposition 2.1,
tr(cδ αβ I · T α ♭ (u) )e β = c α tr(T α ♭ (u) )e α = c(n + 1 − |u|)H u .
Examples of u-minimal submanifolds
In this section we give examples of u-minimal submanifolds in the space forms for certain choices of multi-index u. Adopt the notation from the Section 3. Hence, if Pp λ λ λ u dvol Pp is not identically equal to zero and H is not of constant length, then L is not u-minimal for any choice of u.
Taking the inner product of both sides of (5.1) with a vector field X ∈ Γ(T ⊥ L) orthogonal to H we get where X = α µ α e α . Assume now u α = k for all α, where k > 1 is even. Then, it can be shown that the function under the integral sign is constant, i.e. does not depend on the choice of the basis (p, e). Thus we may evaluate this function on the basis (p, e) ∈ P p such that e 1 = Consider the second standard immersion ϕ :
) [11] . Then S 2 (1) is minimal but not totally geodesic. It was shown in [14] that the second fundamental form B of this immersion satisfies the following relation g(B(X, Z), B(Y, Z)) = g(X, Y )g(Z, Z), X, Y, Z ∈ T S 2 (1).
Notice that the operator A 2 , by the above formula, equals
g(B(X, e k ), B(e j , e k ))e j = 2 j g(X, e j )e j = 2X.
Thus A 2 = 2I and, therefore, tr(B • A 2 ) = 2trB = 2H = 0. Finally, the second standard immersion is β ♯ β ♯ (0)-minimal for any choice of β.
